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Abstract
Mathematical Analysis was first introduced into logic by George
Boole in 1847. He had formalized the Propositional Calculus of logic
which is analogous to some existing operations in algebras. This kind
of mathematics was then named Boolean Algebra after the work done by
George Boole. In an investigation of the axiomatics of the algebra of
logic, Charles S. Pierce encountered two problems in 1880. One of his
problems was the law of distributivity. He claimed that the distributive
law follows naturally from his definitions. Being strongly influenced
by C.S. Pierce, Ernst Schroder wrote a book in three volumes (approximately
2000 pages) in 1890-1895 on the subject of Boolean Algebra. He realized
that the distributive law could not be derived as claimed by Pierce and
he had provided two counter-examples. Working independently, Schroder,
Pierce as as well as Richard Dedekind had introduced the concept of
lattice which is a partial ordered algebraic system endowed with the
●' and ' ˇ' operations.
In the mid-thirties, the general theory of lattices was systema-
tically investigated by Garrett Birkhoff. The importance of lattice
theory was demonstrated by him and he pointed out that lattices theory
would provide an unifying framework for various unrelated mathematical
disciplines. Nowadays, distributive lattices have been extensively
studied, particularly by George Gratzer E.T. Schmidt and H. Lasker.
A natural generalization of lattice theory is the theory
semilattices. The 1962 paper of G. Gratzer and E.T. Schmidt lays the
foundation. In recent years, interest in the study of semilattices
has been increasing. The contributions by J.C. Varlet, W.Nemitz and
T. KatriYiak are particularly worth mentioning. Also, the elegant
naner of Robert Balbes in 1967 is very important in this subject.
2In this dissertation, we give some characterizations theorems for
semilattices with distributive laws (they are Distributive Semilattice,
Weakly Distributive Semilattice and 0-Distributive Semilattice). Some
results of R. Balbes J.C. Varlet and G. Gratzer are extended and
amplified. Besides, sufficient conditions for those semilattices
mentioned above being Boolean Algebras are given. Some of these results
are generalizations of the results obtained by J.C. Varlet and C. Jayaram.
The following diagram illustrates the classes of semilattices
which we would study in this dissertation.
Boolean Algebra
Complemented Seimilattice Distributive Seiriilattice
Semi-Complemented Dual 0-Distributive Weakly Distributive
Semilattice Serai- Serailattice Seinilattice
Conple-
mented
Send lattice Weakly I-Distributive
Senilattice
In summary, this dissertation is divided into four chapters. In
Chapter I we characterize the class of Distributive Semilattices by
the concept of I-distributivity. By considering the lattice of filters,
we give some sufficient conditions for a Distributive Sernilattice being
a Boolean Algebra. Several new characterizations for weakly distributive
sernilattices are obtained in Chapter II. The concept of primeness for
finite serililattices is considered and a partial answer for B.N. Schein's
conjuncture is given. In Chapter III., we concentrate on the study of
3
O-Distributive Seriilattices and extend some of C. Jayaram's results
to a more generalized form. The last Chapter of this dissertation will
be devoted to the class of weakly I-distributive semilattices and the
separation properties for extended ideals.
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CHAPTER I
Characterizations for Distributive Semilattics
and Boolean Algebra
Distributive lattices and semilattics have been studied by
E.T. Schmidt, G. Gratzer [9], M. Mendelker [17], C. Jayaram [12,
13, 14j 15], J.C. Varlet [24, 25, 26, 27] and others. In fact,
the class of distributive semilattices is an important class of
semilattices in ordered algebraic systems which have been actively
studied nowadays.
Let S be a meet semilattics, S is said to be distributive
if z xa y implies that the existence of x and y, such
that x1 x, y y and x a y= z. This concept, is originally
introduced by G. Gratzer in lattice theory [9, p.117].
A filter of a semi lattice S is a non-empty subset F of
S such that xa y€ F if and only if x£ F and y 6 F. A
semi-ideal of S is a non-empty subset I of S such that y_ x
and x G I implies y 6 I. A semi-ideal I is called an ideal
if for any x., xn,..., x CI, x v x v... v x ex is ts thenJ 1 2 n 12 n
x vx v... vx€ I. A semi-ideal J of S is said to be a
12 n
varlet ideal, defined by J.C. Varlet in [25, p.6], if for any
x, y£ I, there exists z£ I such that z x and z_ y.
Clearly, all varlet ideals of S are ideals of S but not. vice
versa.
In this chaptr, a semilattice S is said to be I-distri-
butive if for any fixed varler ideal I and x (S , the set
is also a varlet ideal. We shall
show that a semilatice S distributive if and only if S is
I-distributive for all varlet ideal I. A number of results
obtained by Varler [25,26,27] can therefore be unified by the
concept of I-distributivity. Also we show that a bounded distre-
butive semilattice S is a finice Boolean Algebra if and only if
every maximal filter of S is principal and every atom of S has
a dual complement. This result generalizes a theorem of C. Jayaram
in [15, Theorem 2]
1. Preliminaries
We first give a summary of definitions, notations and known
results which will be used in the subsequent sections.
Throughout this chapter a semilattice S is referred to be
a meet semilattice. We shall denote the infimum of two elements
a, b of S by a^b and the supremum, if ot exosts. is denoted
by avb. The lest (greatest) element of s is denoted by 0 (1),
when it exists.
Definition 1.1 A semilattice S is said to be up-directed if,
for any there exists such that
Definition 1.2 A proper filter F is called irreducible if for
any filters, F2 with F r F- F then
F- F or F= F.
Definition 1.3 A proper filter F is called varlet prime if for
any filter F F2 with F n F C. F then
F1 C F or F C F.
Definition 1.4 A proper filter F is prime if, whenever
x v v... v x exists and is an element of F,1 2 n'
then x. 6 F for some i£ {l, 2 y t•§ m 9
Definition 1.5 A proper filter F is called a-maxima 1 (a-fixed
element of S) if F is maximal with respect to
the property of not containing a.
Definition 1.6 A proper filter F is called maximal if S is
the only filter strictly containing F.
Lemma 1.7 The set F(S) of ail filters of an up-directed
semilattice S, when ordered by set inclusion
is a lattice.
Proof: Let F, F be any two filters of S, clearly
-L 4—m,
F H F is the infimum of F and F. More-
12 12
over, it can be easily seen that the set
G= |g£ S: g22f1Afn for some f. F, f2 6- F?y
if the smallest filter containing F„ and F?.
Remarks 1.8 We call the set F(S) to be the filter latice
of S and we usually denote the smallest filter
containing F1 and ?2 by F1+ F2 The
families of irreducible filters, varlet prime
filters, prime filters, a-maximal filters (for
all a 6 S) and maximal filters will be denoted
by I(S), VP(S), P(S), XM(S) and M(S) respectively.
Lemma 1.9 Let S be a semilattice with 0, a filter F
is a maximal filter if and only if for any a£ SF,
there exists some b£ F such that a A b= 0.
Lemma 1.10 Let S be a distributive semilattice. Then S
is up-directed.
Definition 1.11 A proper ideal P is called prime if aA b£ P
implies a£ P or b 6 P.
Definition 1.12 A varlet ideal P is called varlet prime ideal
if it is prime.
Lemma 1.13 P is a prime ideal of S if and only if SP
is a prime filter.
Lemma 1.14 In a up-directed semilattice S, a filter F
is varlet prime if and only if SF is a varlet
ideal.
Definition 1.15 A Weakly distributive (prime) semilattice is a meet
semilattice such that the infimum distributes over




Lemma 1.16 Let S be a bounded weakly distributive semilattice.
If M is a maximal ideal of S, then M is a
prime ideal of S.
§2. Distributive Semilattice
The following theorem is due to J.C. Varlet [26]. It is a
characterization theorem for distributive semilattices.
Theorem 2.1 Let S be an up-directed semilattice. Then the






S is a distributive semilattice.
The filter lattice F(S) of S is distributive.
I(S)= VP(S).
XM(S) C VP(S).
If x is an element not belonging to a filter F, then there
exists P 6 VP(S) such that F 6- P and x P.
Proof: (1)= (2) Let A. B, C G F( S). It is clear that
(A f B)+ (A O C) C A n (B+ C). We only need to prove that
(A H B)+ (A H C) DA n (B -f C). For this purpose, let x CAO(B+ C).
By the definition of B+ C, there exists b€ B, c G C such that
xBac. As S is a distributive semilattice, so there exists
b, c, such that b„ b. c„ c and x= b. a c,. Since A, B and
1' 1 1— 1— 1±
C are filters of S, we have b t A n B and c G A A B. These
imply that x€ (A r B)+ (A O C). Therefore, (A A B)+ (A M C)=
A n (B+ C).
(2)= (3) Let F, F and F2 6 F(S) such that F 6 I(S)
and F r F C F. Thus, by (2), there are G, G 6 F(S) such that
G r F1 G F2 and G A G= F. Since F G I (S), we have G1- F
or G= F. Hence F1 C G±= F or F2 c G2= F. In other words,
F£ VP(S). The other side of the inclusion holds trivally.
(3)=» (4) By (3), we have I(S)- VP(S), so it
suffices to prove Let F j, F and F 6 F(S) with
F C- XM(S) and By the definition of F, there exists
x h S such that F is maximal with respect to the property of not
containing Without loss of
generality we assume By the maximality of F, we have
Hence tha t is,
(4)= (5) Let F,hF(S) and x F. Consider the set
clearly By using Zorn's
Lemma, we can prove that there exists a x-rnaxima 1 filter G in 11.
By (4), we therefore have
(5)= (1) Let a, b and c G S wi th c aAb. Since
S is up-directed, it is possible to construct the filters
and and suppose that, if possible,
Then by (5), there exists P 6 VP(S) such that P 3 F and
we have a G P. S irni 1 ar 1 y, we
can prove b G P. Thus, is an element of P which is
absurd. Hence This implies that there exists and
such that we have and
Likewise, we have and Hence
with and This prove tha t S is dis tribu tive.
Definition 2.2 A semilatti.ce S is said to be a-distributive (for
some fixed element S) if for any x£. S, the semi-ideal x, a
is an varlet ideal.
The following is a characterization for a-distributive semi la 11. ices.
Theorem 2.3 [27] S is an a-distributive semilattice if and only
if S is up-directed and any a-maximal filter is varlet prime.
In proving Theorem 2.3. the following lemma is crucial.
Lemma 2.4 [27] A filter F is a-maximal if and only if
ana for any
Proof: Let F be an a-maximal filter of S. If
then F+ This implies that Hence there
exis ts such that This means that
Let Suppose F is not a-maximal. Then by
Zorn's Lemma, there exists an a-maximal filter G such that
and Choose Then by our hypothesis, we have
Hence there exists such that
Since x and a belongs to G, a contradiction. therefore,
F must be a-maximal.
We now turn to prove theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3
By hypothesis, a, a= S is an varlet ideal,
whence any two elements of S have an upper bound. Therefore S is
up-directed. Suppose if possible that there is an a-maximal filter F
such that Then, there exists F and
wi th
but Therefore we can pick
and By lemma 2.4, we have and
These imply that there are such that
Thus and
which is an varlet ideal by hypothesis. Therefore, there exists some
wi th and
Whence a G F which is a contradiction. The
proof is completed.
We need to prove that, for any i s
an varlet ideal of S. For this purpose, let y,
Cons true t
which is clearly a filter of S since S
is up-directed. We define and suppose By Zorn1s
Lemma, G is contained in an a-rnaximal filter M of S which is
varlet prime by hypothesis. Because therefore
In either cases, we have a€ M which is impossible.
This implies that a belongs to G, hence there exists such
tha t Consequently, and A s
is always a semi-ideal, is an varlet ideal.
I-Distributive Semilattices
It was shown that distributive lattices can be characterized by
any one of the following separation properties. (M.H. Stone [1936])
(SI): Prime filters separate filters and ideals.
That is, for any filter F and any ideal I such that
there exists a prime filter containing F and
disjoint from I.
(S 2): Prime filters separate filters and elements.
That is, for any filter F and any element there
exists a prime filter containing F but not a.
(S3): Prime filters separate the elements.
That is, for any pair of elements a, b with a f b, there
exists a prime filter which contains exactly one of these two
elements.
In addition. Mendelker has shown in [17] that a lattice L is
distributive if and only if it is a-distributive for all a t L. In
[26] ana [27], Varlet has also shown that the results of Mendelker,
(SI) ana (S2) are equivalent to the distributivity of a semilattice.
In the following theorem, we add one more equivalent form for
distributive semilattice and unify the above results. It should be
noted that our proofs are in fact shorter than the proofs given by
Varlet in [26] and [27].
Definition 3.1 A semilattice S is said to be I-distributive (for
some fixed varlet ideal of S) if for any x A S, the set
is an varlet ideal.







S is I -d is tr ibu ti ve f or a 11 va r .Lc t idca J. I. of S.
S is a-distributive for ail a£ S.
S is up-directed and for any filter F, varlet iaeal I of
S such that F there exists P 6 VP(S) with
and
(5) S is up-directed and if x is an element not containing in a
filter F, there exists P 6 VP(S) such that P o F and
Remarks 3.3 The statements (4), (5) are the generalized form of
(SI) and (S2) respectively. From Theorem 2.1, we have already known
that (1)= (5). Therefore, to prove the theorem, it suffices for us
to prove the equivalence of (2), (3), (4) and (5).
Proof: (2.) =(3) Trivial.
(3)=» (4) Let
Clearly By Zorn's Lemma, if has a maximal element, say P.
We want to show that Let and suppose
and Then the exists and Cons true t
By the maximality of P, we have
Thus, there exists such that
Since I is an varlet ideal of S, there
exists I with This implies that
r
r or
That is for which is a varlet
ideal of S by (3). Consequently, we have some wi th
This leads to which in turn gives that
a contradiction.
(4)=$ (5) Trivial.
(5)= (2) Let x, y and I. be any varlet ideal ana
By definition of and
Since I is an varlet ideal, we get some and
Hence As S is up-directed, the set
is a filter. Let
then there exists w i t h and
Because we have y£ P or
In either cases, we have which is a contradiction. Hence
this implies that there is some f£ F, i e I such that
Consequently, and
always a semi-ideal, x, I is a varlet ideal.
The following is an example [16] of non-distributive sernilattice
but satisfying (S3).
§4. Bounded Distributive Sernilattice and Boolean Algebra
In this section, we shall give some sufficient conditions for
a bounded distributive sernilattice to be a finite Boolean Algebra.
Varlet has proved in [25] that a bounded distributive semi-
lattice is a Boolean Algebra if and only if S is complemented.
However, his proof is somewhat longer and the assumption that S is
distributive is too strong. The following is a more general result.
Theorem 4.1 Let S be a bounded very weakly-distributive sernilattice.
Then S is a Boolean Algebra if and only if S is complemented.
Proof:(=$) Trivial.
We first show that if an element a of S has a
complement a1, then this complement must be unique. Suppose a',
a are two arbitary complements of a, then we have
and ava'- 1= av a. Hence
(by the very weakly distributive law)
Similarly, we can prove that a'_ a-. Hence a'= a. Next, we
claim that if avx= 1, then x a',
(by the very weakly distribution law)
Thus our claim is established. Finally, we show that for any a,
avb exists and is equal to (a1 Ab')'. Let a, b and c 6- S such
tha t Clearly we have
and so This implies that which means
tha t Similarly, we can prove that Moreover, by
the uniqueness of the complements. c' is in fact an upper bound of
a and b. Let z be any other upper bounded of a and b.
Similar to the above, we have T h e r e f o r e,
Once again, Thus, we have proved that c1 is the
supreinum of a, b. Hence for any
This shows that S is a lattice. Consequently, S is Boolean.
Theorem 4.2 Let S be a bounded weakly distributive semilattice then
if and only if S is a Boolean Algebra.
Proof:(=) Trivial.
We first show that S is complemented. Since
by Theorem 2.3 a, 0 is a varlet ideal, for any
Now. consider
It can be easily seen that J is an ideal contain-
Suppose, if possible that By Zorn's Lemma,
there exists a maximal ideal M of S such that By lemma 1.15
ing
and lemma 1.13, we know that Clearly
By lemma 1.9, there exists some such that Thus,
we have This implies that
contradiction. Therefore, we have shown that J= S. Hence
This fact tells that there exists w i th
Clearly S ince
a, o is an varlet ideal, there exists such that
Thus. we havq andfor
This shows that S is complemented. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, S is
therefore a Boolean Algebra.
Remark 4.3 As is always true, the conditions of
Theorem 4.2 is equivalent to
Corollary 4.4 Let S be a bounded distributive semilattice, then S
is a Boolean Algebra if and only if P(S)cM(S).
Proof: Trivial.
It is well-known that distributive seini lattice is
weakly distributive. Besides, by theorem 2.1,
by theorem 4.2, S is a Boolean Algebra.
Hence.
Now, we turn to give some characterizations for finite Boolean
Algebra.
Definition 4.5 A semilattice S with 0 is said to be semi-
complemented if for any non-zero element a of S
(different from 1, if 1 exists).
Definition 4.6 A serni lattice S with 1 is called dual-complemented
if for any (different from 0, if 0 exists), there is some
such that and the only upper bound of a and b is 1.
The following theorem is a generalization of a result obtained
by C. Jayaram (c.f. [15] Theorem 2).
Theorem 4.7 A bounded distributive semilattice S is a finite
Boolean Algebra if arid only if every maximal filter of S is principal
and for any atom a of S, there exists such that the
only upper bound of a and a' is 1.
Proof: Trivial.
We first show that For this purpose
let Suppose, if possible, that P is not maximal. Then,
by Zorn's Lemma, there exists such that By hypo¬
thesis, for some a. It can be easily seen that a is an
atom of S. Again by our hypothesis, there exists s u c h
tha t Since P is a prime filter
of S and we have
then a contradiction. If then
again a contradiction. Consequently, we have shown that
By corollary 4.4, S is a Boolean Algebra. Also, it was proved in [3]
that every infinite Boolean Algebra contains at least one non-principal
maximal filter, so S must be a finite Boolean Algebra.
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Corollary 4.8 [15] A bounded distributive semilattice S is a
finite Boolean Algebra if and only if S is dual semi-complemented
and every maximal filter of S is principal.
Corollary 4.9 [15] A bounded distributive semilattice S is a
finite Boolean Algebra if and only if S is dual semi-complemented
and every irreducible filter of S is principal.
Finite Boolean Algebras can also be characterized in terms of
the elements- of semi-complemented (dual semi-complemented) semilattices.
This work is mostly due to C. Jayaram (see [12] and [15]).
Definition 4.10 (i) An element a of a semilattice S is called
irreducible if a= b A c implies b= a or c= a.
(ii) An element a of S is called prime if
b AC a implies b a or c a.
(iii) An element a of S is called join prime if a
aI v... v a__ imply that a a. for some i= 1, 2y... n.
(iv) An element x of S with 1 is a dual atom
if x v 1 implies x= V or 1= v.
Lemma 4.11 [151 The following statements are equivalent in a semi-
lattice S.
(1) Every element of S is the meet of a finite number of prime
elements.
(2) S is distributive and every element of S is the meet of a
finite number of irreducible elements.
Proof:( 1)( 2) I t can be easily seen that all prime elements are
1
irreducible. Therefore, we only need to prove that S is distributive.
For. this purpose, let where
ai's are prime elerierits of S. As we have
Without loss of generality, let
and Write and
Clearly This shows that S
is distributive.
(2) (1) Let p be an irreducible element and
since S is distributive, there exists elements b1, c1 such that
and Since p is irreducible, so
This means that Hence any irreducible
element is prime element and the result. follows.
Lemma 4.12 [15] Every prime element p of a bounded semi-complemented
serailattice S is a dual atom of S
Proof: Let p be any prime element of S and suppose
for some a S. Since S is semi-complemented, there is
We haveandsuch that
and ThusThis contradictsthen
and hence p is a dual atom of S.
Lemma 4.13 [15] If x is a dual atom of a distributive semilattice
implies y is an atom.S, then for any
Then we havefor someProof: Suppose that
we haveAlso., since
Since S is distributive,Hence the only upper bound for z and
This implieswe have
that y is an atom of S
Theorem 4.14 [15] A bounded semilattice S is a finite Boolean
Algebra if and only if S is semi-complemented and every element of
S is the meet of a finite number of primes of S.
Proof:() Trivial.
( 4=) By lemma 4.11 and 4.12, S is distributive and every
element of S is the meet of a finite number of dual atoms. Now, let
where a.'s are dual atoms. Write
i
where a! are the semi-complement of a..
It can be easily seen that y' is the dual semi-complement of x
where y' is the semi-complement of y. Hence S is dual semi-
complemented. Next, we claim that every maximal filter of S is
principal. For this purpose, let M be any maximal filter of S.
Since 0= b. a... a b where b. 's are dual atoms and 0 i- M, there
1 m j'
exists some By lemma 1.9, we have some such that
and By lemma 4.13, we know that b is an atom.
It f o I lows that M= [b) and consequently, by Corollary 4.8, S is a
finite Boolean Algebra.
The following theorem is a dual of Theorem 4.14.
Theorem 4.15 [12] A bounded semilattice S is a finite Boolean
Algebra if and only if S is dual semi-complemented and every element
of S is the join of a finite number of join prime elements of S.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.14, we need two add itiona J
lemmas. They are stated as follows.
Lemma 4.16 [12] S is a bounded dual serni-complemented semilattice,
every join prime e 1 emen t: i s an a tom of S
Lemma 4.17
If x is an atom of a semilattice S, then for any
y 1 with 1 is the only upper bound of x and y. we have x Ay 0.
The proofs of Lemma 4.16 and 4.17 are similar to the lemma 4.12
and 4.13, so their proofs are hence omitted. We now turn to prove
Theorem 4.15.
Proof of Theorem 4.15:
Trivial.
We first show that S is weakly distributive. Suppose
tha t exists, for any clearly
for all Suppose y x a x
Then, by our hypothesis, we have
where the are join primes.
It follows that for each there exists
such that As
we therefore obtain that for all m. Hence
Thus,
exists and is equal to Next, we claim that S is
complemented. For this purpose, let By lemma 4.16,
where a.'s are atoms. And by lemma. 4.17, we know that
for each a, there exists
such that b. is a complementl
of a. Similarly to the proof in Theorem 4.1, one can easily check
i
that each is the unique complement of for all 11
Write We claim that y is a complement of x.
Clearly By hypothesis, we have
where
the k 's are join primes (they are atoms too). For each
j
we obtain that Hence Without
loss of generality, we assume
Thus, for all and for all
we nave and
Hence
On the other hand, for each
It follows that if for all
Thus we have proved that Consequently,
the only upper bound for x and y is 1. Therefore, S is comple¬
mented. By Theorem 4.1, S is a Boolean Algebra. Moreover, because
that every element of S is the join of a finite number of atoms, one
can easily verify that every prime filter of S is principal. Consequently,
by Corollary 4.8, S must be a finite Boolean Algebra.
Chapter II
Characterization for Weakly Dis t ributiv e Semilattices
§1. Introduction
A Weakly distributive (prime) semilattice is a meet semilattice
such that the infirnum distributes over all existing finite suprema, in
the sense tha t if x v x v... v x exis ts then (x a x) v (x A x )v...
v (x a x) exists for all x and equals xA(xvx„ v ...vx). Such
n 1 2 n
semilattices were first studied by Balbes [4],
Weakly distributive (prime) semilattices were first characterized
by R. Balbes [4]. Recently, several characterizations for weakly
distributive semilattices were also obtained by Y.S. Pawar and N.K.
Thakare [20]. Unfortunately, some of the proofs given in their paper [20]
were wrong. In this chapter, we shall correct all these mistakes. The
notion of an extended ideal in a semilattice is introduced. Several new
characterizations for weakly distributive semilattices are obtained.
Maximal filters, maximal ideals, prime filters and prime ideals in
weakly distributive semilattices are studied. We then consider primeness
for finite semilattices. We prove that a finite semilattices S is D
if and only if S is prime. As B.M. Schein claimed that PR is not
equivalent to D in general, our theorem shows that such counter¬
example cannot be found in finite semilattices.
§2. Ideal Extensions
Definition 2.1 Let I be a semi-ideal of S. An extension of
I by x is defined to be the set where
x is an aribtrary element in S.
This terminology comes from the fact that for all
It should be noted that x, I need not be an ideal of S.
but it is always a semi-ideal of S.
Definition 2.2 Let I be an ideal of S, If x, 1 is also an
ideal of S for some then is called the extended
ideal of I by x. For simplicity, we denote
Proposition 2.3 Any extension of a prime ideal in S is a prime
ideal.
Proof: Let P be a prime ideal of S. If then
and there is nothing to prove. Assume and let
Because P Is prime, imp lies Thus i s
a prime ideal.
Coro1lary 2.4 Let I be a non-empty subset of a semi lattice S. If
where P.'s are prime ideals. H is an
i




Trivially, non-empty intersection of ideals is an ideal, thus x, I
i s an i d ea 1. S irni. 1 ar 1 y 1 or
Remark 2.5
The converse of proposition 2.3 is not generally true.




Then is an ideal of S but not prime. It is clear
tha t
are all prime ideals.
Proposition 2.6 Let I be a subset of S. If for all
x, I is an ideal of S, then I must be an ideal.
Proof: Let and Consider z, I. z. I is an
ideal and henc e and so Now
suppose exists in S and
Consider Clearly,
therefore S ince
is an ideal and exists in S,
so Hence
e I and I is indeed an ideal of S.
We observe that the ordering of elements in S is also related
to the reverse set inclusion of their corresponding ideal extensions.
In fact, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.7 Let x, y be elements of S. then i f
and only if for all ideals I of S.
Proof: Let Then z a y£ I. Since x y and
I is an ideal, we have z a x -C I. This implies that z 6 x, I.
Thus
Consider (y], the principal ideal generated by y.
Obviously by hypothesis. Hence
In fact, proposition 2.7 holds when the word ideal is replaced
by semi-idea 1.
§3. Characterizations for Weakly distributive Semilattices by Ideals
In this section, we shall characterize weakly distributive semi-
lattices by ideals.
The following theorem is obtained by Y.S. Pawar and N.K. Thakare
in [20, theorem 6; p.294].




S is weakly distributive.
a, b is an ideal for all a, b in S
a, b is an ideal for all. b jy a-
It should be noted that the proof of this theorem is wrong. Pawar and
Thakare assume the existence of a t th e
first instance and then prove that
In fact, there is no way of being sure that why
exists in a semilattice.
W e n o w g i v e a n e w c h a r a c t e r i z a t. i. o n f o r w e a k 1 y d i s t r i. b u t i o n
semilattices which includes Pawar and Thakare's result as its trivial
corollary. Their result is therefore true in spite of the mistake in
their proof.
Theorem 3.2 For any sernilattice S the following are equivalent.
(i)
(ii)
( i i i)
S is weakly distributive.
a, I is an ideal for any ideals I and a S.
a, I is an ideal for any ideal I such that I is bounded
by a, i.e., ia for any
(iv)
(v)
a, b is an ideal for any b a.
a, b is an ideal for any a, b€ S.
Proof: (i)=£( i i) If then








(iii) (iv) Since b_ a. the principal ideal (b] is
bounded by a. So by (iii), a, b is an ideal.
(iv)=» (v) Since a b is an
ideal by (iv).
(v)= (i) Assume exists in S and
For any we have
By (v), a, y is an ideal of S, so
a, y. Thus, an d
Clearly, is an upper bound of
This means that
.is the least upper bound of
Hence,
S is therefore a weakly distributive semilattice.
§4. Applications of Balbes-Stone's Theorem
A modified version of Balbes Theorem has already been obtained
by C.S. Hoo and K.P. Shum in [22]. The corrected version of Balbes
result (Theorem 2.2 of [22]) is as follows.
Theorem 4.1 (Balbes) In a semilattice S, the following are equivalent
(i)
(ii)
S is a weakly distributive semilattice.
If F is a filter in S and I is a non-empty subset of S
disioint from F and such that x„ v x~ v... v x exists in IJ 1 2 n
whenever then there exists a prime filter
F1 such that and
(iii) If F is a filter in S and I is an ideal of S disjoint
from F, then there exists a prime filter F' such that
and
( iv) then there exists a prime filter F' such tha
and
Hoo and Shum [22] added the equivalent condition (iii) to
Balbes' original statements. In [2.0], Pa war and Thakare tried to produce
a proof for (i)=» (iii) [Theorem 1 [20], p. 292]. Unfortunately, the
proof supplied by them was wrong. In their proof, they stated the
following sentence:
Further
where are elements of an ideal I and
are elements of a filter Q disjoint from I. [Theorem 1 [20], p.292
1ine 19].
The above statement is not correct as can be seen from the
following counter example.






It is easily checked that S is a weakly distributive semilattice.
Clearly is an ideal, Q- [1 is a filter disjoint
from I. Take the n
Thus the statement given by Pawar and Thakare is incorrect.
We now correct their proof.
We shall call (i) (iii) be Stone's Theorem because such
theorem was first obtained by II. H. Stone in distributive lattice [9;
p. 74 theorem lb]
Theorem 4.3 (Stone's Theorem for Semilattices)
Proof: (i) (iii) Let S be a weakly distributive semilattice.
Then by Zorn's lemma, there exists a filter Q maximal with the
property that it contains F and is disjoint from I. Suppose
exists in Q with
Then have a non-empty inter¬
section with I. Hence, there exists
such that Because I is an ideal,
Also, by the weakly distributity of S,
as I is an ideal. Thus which
contradicts the choice of Q. Hence Q is a prime filter. The proof
is completed.
(iii)= (i) As in [20].
We now call Theorem 4.3 as Balbes-Stone theorem and apply
this theorem to give two new characterizations for weakly distributive
semilattices.
Theorem 4.4 A semilattice S is weakly distributive if and only if
for any prime ideal P of
Proof: Suppose that Since S is weakly distributive,
by Balbes-Stone's Theorem (iv), there is a prime filter F such that
By lemma 1.13 of Chapter I, is a prime
ideal such that and
Then imp lies This contradicts to
Thus x y.
Suppose that x y. Then there is a prime ideal
I such that Hence, there is an element z such
tha t and The r e f o re a n d
Cy proposition 2.3, is a prime ideal. Let be the
set complement of z, I in S. Then, by lemma 1.13 of Chapter I,
F is a prime filter of S. Thus x d. F and y I F. Apply Balbes-
Stone s Theorem (iv), S is a weakly distributive semilattice. The
proof is completed.
Theorem 4.5 A semilattice S is weakly distributive if and only if
for any ideal I in S, is a prime ideal containing
Proof: By Corollary 2.4, x, I is an ideal for any ideal
I and x A S. Consequently S is weakly distributive, by Theorem 3.2.
Clearly, is a prime ideal containing Ij.
Now assume that there exists an element
prime ideal J containing I. Then
and for any
By Theorem 4.3,
there exists a prime filter F such that
Apply Lemma 1.13 of Chapter I, we know that
and
is a prime ideal
containing I. But a contradiction to our assumption. Thus
is a prime ideal containing
The following statement is stated by Gratzerin( [9], Corollary 18, p.75):
Every ideal of a distributive lattice is the intersection of all prime
ideals containing it.
As we notice that the concepts of weakly distributivity and
distributivity given in (19]; p. 36) are exactly the same in a lattice,
so by Theorem 4.5, we can modify Gratzer's result as follows:
Corollary 4.6 A lattice L is distributive if and only if every
ideal of L is the intersection of all prime ideals containing it.
§5. Filters, Ideals and Complemented Semilattices
Filters and ideals in weakly distributive semilattices were
studied by Pawar and Thakare in [20]. The following theorem was stated
by them.
Theorem 5.1 Let S be a weakly distributive semilattice with 0 and
1 in which complement of every maximal ideal is a maximal filter. Then
S is complemented. ([20], Theorem 9, p. 296).
Unfortunately, the proof of this theorem provided by Pawar•
and Thakare is wrong. In this section, we shall amend this result
which leads to a thoroughful study of complemented weakly distributive
semila ttices.
As the condition complement of every maximal ideal is a maximal
filter is a rather ambiguous statement, we shall study what it can
mean. We first obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2 Let S be a weakly distribution semilattice with
A
1 in which N' (complement of N) is a maximal filter for every maximal
ideal N of S. Then for any ideal M the following are equivalen t
(i)
(ii)




M is a maximal ideal
Q= MC is a maximal filter
q= yic is a prime filter
M is a prime ideal
M is a minimal prime ideal
is a minimal prime filter
Note
It is a well-known fact that a maximal ideal of a weakly
distributive semi-lattice must be prime. The converse is easily shown
to be false in general. However, from Proposition 3.5.2, we note that
if the complement of a maximal ideal is a maximal filter, then there






Q is a maximal (proper) filter, so there exists an
element x£ S- Q. Apply Balbes theorem (or more
explicitly, apply Theorem 2 in [20], there exists a
prime filter F such that F z Q and x£ F. By
the maximality of Q. we must have 0- F. Thus
Q is a prime filter.
( i i. i)( i v)
( iv)( i)
See lemma 1.13 of Chapter I.
Suppose M is not a maximal ideal of S. Because
S has 1, by Zorn's lemma there is a maximal ideal
such that M C S. By assumption,
is a maximal filter. as Q= M is a filter and
Q? this contradicts the maxirnality of.
Hence M is a maximal ideal.
(iv) (v) Let M' be a prime ideal of S such that M C M 9 S.
Since M' is a maximal ideal. (bv (i) 4= (iv)).
Thus M'- 11. therefore M is a minimal prime ideal.
Trivial.(v)=» (iv)
(iii)=» (v i) Suppose that Q.} c Q 9 s aiu] is a Pr'mc filter.
Then, because( iii)=( i 1) Q, is a max.1 ma 1 f i 11er.
Therefore Q- Q, and so Q is a minimal prime
fiIter.
(vi) =7- (iii) Trivial.
The proof is thus completed.
Remark. In [20], Pa war and Thakare also proved (ii)= (iii). But
they have to assume that the sernilattice has 0. In fact, our proof shows
that the assumption of zero is superflous.
In general, the complement of a maximal ideal M in a weakly
distributive sernilattice with 1 need not be a maximal filter, but it is
a filter.
Proposition 5.3 Let S be a weakly distributive sernilattice with 1.
Then for every maximal ideal M, i s a f i 11 c r.
Proof: Suppose that then
implies that since M is an ideal. This contradicts the
fact that Henc e, and Suppose that
Since M is a maximal ideal, we haveand
Therefore for some
and hence
As S is a weakly distributive, s0
Because for all we have
which is a contradiction. thus Hence i s
a filter.
Note In proving Theorem 5.1, Pawar and Thakare considered the
ideal a, 0 y for any a 1 S a n c a s s u in e o
Then they considered the set
for all
and let
where for any non-empty subset Y of S, YU and Y'' denote the set
of all upper bounds of Y and the set of all lower bounds of Y
respectively. As J is a proper ideal in S and 1£ S, J c M for
some maximal ideal M in S. Then they claimed that a 6 S-M.
However, we observe that 0 A a, 0 and in fact a is the smallest
element in A, so J= A= (a]. Therefore a G J c M. Thus Pawar
and Thankare's proof is incorrect. Also, they claimed that a, 0 C. M,
but such claim is not justifiable. (Ref. to [20], Theorem 9, p.296
line 5-12].
In order to amend the mistakes made by Pawar and Thakare [20],
we find a rather interesting result which, in fact, is a characterization
for complemented semi la11ices. The following lemma which has certain
interest of its own, is crucial for such characterization.
Lemma 5.A Let S be a weakly distributive semi lattice with 0 and 1,
then the following statements are equivalent:
(i)
( ii)
For any maximal ideal M. M is a maximal filter.
For any a in S, there exists a sequence of elements
in a, 0 such that
Proof:
( i)=»( i i) First, we claim that ((a] U a, 0j= S for all a£ S
Suppose if possible that ((a] U a, o] S. Then,
by Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal ideal M such
that ((a] IJ a5 0] C M C S. This is because that S
has 1. Now let Q= M', by assumption (i), Q is a
maximal filter. Hence a 4 Q implies [Q U{ aj)= S.
Consequently, we can pick some element q f Q such that
q A a= 0, which implies that q t Q O M= 96, a




C tearly so (ii) is established.
Let M be a maximal ideal. M be its set complement
in S. Clearly, 11° is a filter (by Prop.5.3).
Assume that there exists a filter F such that
then that is, there exists
Now, by (ii) there exists
a, 0 such that
n then
a contradiction. Therefore for some
bu,t then again, a
contradiction. Thus M is indeed a maximal filter
of S.
Remark 5.5 Let S be a weakly distributive serni lattice with 0
and 1 in which the statement of proposition 5.4(ii) holds. Then statements
(i)-(vi) in proposition 5.2 are all equivalent.
Theorem 5.6 Let S be a weakly distributive serni la ttice with 0
and 1, then the following statements are equivalent:
(I) (i) For any maximal ideal M, M is a maximal filter.
(ii) S is pseudocomplemented.
(II) S is complemented.
(III) S is a Boolean Algebra.
Proof:
(I) (II) By Lemma 5.4, for any a in S, there exists a sequence
of elements in a, 0 such that
Now let a- be the pseudocomplement of a.
Then for all clearly a v a»= 1,
as a»'a a- 0, therefore S is complemented.
(II) (I) By virtue of lemma 5.4. clearly (i) is established. Since
S is complemented, for any a 6 S, there exists t 6 S
such that a At= 0 and av t= 1. We claim that a= t,
for if a a x- 0 then x= (a v t) a x~ (aAx)v(tAx)- t a x,
that is, x t. Hence, S is pseudocomplemented.
See Theorem 4.1 in Chapter I.
Corollary 5.7 Let S be a weakly distributive semilattice with 0
and 1. If S is a complemented serai lattice, then the six statements
as stated in proposition 5.2 are equivalent.
§6. Relative Annihila tors
In this section, we study semilattices in which a, bv b, a
= S. a, b v b, a means the ideal generated by a, b U b, a.
We shall see that these semilattices can be characterized as those in
which the filters containing any given prime filter form a chain. In
fact, such characterization for lattices has already been obtained by
Mark Mandelker [17]. Most of his results can be transferred verbatim
to semilattices with only slight modifications.
In [20], Pawar and Thakare proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 In a weakly distributive semi lattice if the filters
containing the given filter F form a chain then F is prime and
a, b v b, a= S.
Also, they said that it will be interes ting to see whether the
condition a, bvb, a= S is also necessary [20; Theorem 8, p.295].
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is essentially taken from the necessity
part of Mandelker's theorem [17; Theorem 3]. as Stone's theorem for
distributive lattices also holds for weakly distributive semilattice.
(Theorem 4.3). However, if one goes through Mandelker's proof, it can
be seen that the sufficient part of Mandelker's theorem also holds for
weakly distributive semilattices. This answers the question of Pawar
and Thakare without any difficulty. We would like to point out that in
proving theorem 6.1, Pawar and Thakare did not mention the chain condition
which is a key step in the proof.
IJe now extend Mandelker's theorem. [17; Theorem 3] from lattices
to semilattices as follows.
Lemma 6.2 In any weakly distributive semilattice S, each of the
following conditions on a given filter F implies the next.
(i) For any element. a and b of S, there exists an






The filters containing F form a chain.
The prime filters containing F form a chain.
F is prime.
F contains a prime filter.
Proof: (i)= (ii) Let G and 11 be filters containing F, and
suppose that they are not comparable. Choose a 6 G- II and b 6- H- G.
Choose x 6 F c G such that aAx and Fax are comparable. Without
loss of generality, we may assume a a x b a x. Since x G, we
have a ax 6 G. this implies bA.x e G and hence b G for G is
a. filter. This contradicts the fact that b- G.
(ii)=$ (iii) Trivial.
(iii)=£ (iv) Let the prime filters containing F be denoted
Since the F 1 s form a chain, it is easily seen that
is also a prime filter such that
then there exists x 6 F' -F. Because S is a weakly distributiveJ
semilattice, by BaIbes-Stone1s Theorem (Theorem 4.3), there exists a
prime filter G such that bu t a contradiction.
Thus F= F' and so F is a prime filter.
(iv)= (v) Trivial.
Theorem 6.3 Let S be a weakly distributive semilattice. the identity
a, b v b, a- S holds for any a, „b in S if and only if all the
conditions of the lemma are equivalent.
Proof:(-) It suffices to show that (v) implies (i). Let P be a
prime filter contained in F and choose z t P. For any a and b in
S vie have
This is because S is weakly distributive [7; Theorem 1.1].
thus where
Since P is a prime filter, z£ p implies
for some i, j. Without loss of generality, let
Consider a ax. Clearly Th u s
Therefore, there ex is t s x,£ F su c. 1 i t h a t a a x a n d
are comparable.
Suppose that there exists a and b of S are such
is a proper ideal. Then by Stone's Theorem
for weakly distributive semi la t tices (Theorem 4.3), tiiere exists a prime
filter P such that J n P= 0. Thus P satisfies condition (iv)
in lemma 6.2 and hence satisfies condition (i). Thus, there exists
x 6 P such that a a x and bA x are comparable. Without loss of
generality, suppose aA x bA x b. Then x 6 a, b c J. But x
is in P, which contradicting J o P= 0. Hence J- a. bvb, a
= S. The proof is completed.
Thus the question raised in the paper of Pawar and Thakare [20]
is now completely solved by Theorem 6.3.
§7. in-Distributive Semilattices
We call a semilattice S m-distribulive if and only if it
satisfies the equation (D): y a (x v x„ v... v x)= (y a x) v (y a x) v
... v (ya x) in the sense that whenever the left hand side exists then
so does the right hand side and the two sides are equal. This idea was
first put forward by Schein [21]. We will denote the class of in-distri¬
butive semilattices by D for each m= 2, 3,... and the class of
semilattices which satisfy (D) for each in= 2, 3,... by D. In
fact the elements of D are just the weakly distributive semilattices.
If we denote the class of distributive semilattices by D then the
following series of inequalities holds
In 1972. B. M. Schein [21] conjectured that and D (m 2)
are not equivalent. Also the referee of [19] asked whether D is
sufficient for a meet semilattice S to be Bw? As far as we know,
in the literature, that Schein's conjecture is not yet solved. In this
section, we shall show that D= in finite semilattices. Thus a
partial answer to the above question is obtained.
Theorem 7.1 Let S be a finite sernila ttice. Then S is l)? if
and only if S is weakly distributive.
Proof:( 4=) Trivial.
( =7) Suppose exists for some
We first claim the existence of
for every 1 k n. Now,
(where YU means the upper
bounds of the set Y), this is because that
Since S is a finite semi lattice,
exists. Clearly t, is the
least upper bound of rf herefore
Our claim is established. Hence,
we have
G w 1 L- o•
Therefore, by D,. we have
Thus, S is weakly dis.tr ibu tive.
From Theorem 7.1, it is now clear that a counter-example showing
that D, is not equal to D (as conjectured by Schein in [21]) does
not hold in finite semilattices. Also, the question asked by the referee
in [19] is partially answered. However, we are still unable to prove
that D is equal to in infinite meet semilattices, although we
suspect that this may be so, in contrast to Schain's conjecture.
Finally., we prove a theorem which we feel that it may provide
some useful information in solving Schein's conjecture.
Theorem 7.2 Let S be a semilattice which is D
be elements of S




in contradiction to a j. b
Thus there exists an element c. such that
The proof is thus completed.
Chapter III.
S eniia to mi s t icy in 0 distributi ve sen 11 a. ttic.es and f i n i t e Boole a n A1 g e b r a s
A semilattice S with 0 is said to be 0-distributive if for
every a AS, the set a, 0- j'x C S: a ax= oj is a varlet ideal
of S. The concept of O-distributive semilattices was introduced by
J.C. Varlet in [25]. In this chapter, we shall give some equivalent
conditions for an up-directedsemilattice with 0 to be O-distributive.
Some equivalent conditions for a O-distributive semilattice to be a
Boolean Algebra due to C. Jayaram [13] are included as well.
The notion of a semiatom in a semilattice with 0 was introduced
by C. Jayaram [14] and he has characterized the seniia tomis ticy in
O-distributive serni la 11 ices. He proved that every uniquely complemented
semilattice which is also semiatomistic must be a Boolean Algebra [14].
In this chapter, we shall extend and amplify his result. Some charac¬
terization theorems relating O-distributive semilattices and finite
Boolean algebras are obtained.
§1. Preliminaries
We first give an account of definitions, notations and known
results which will be used in the subsequent sections. The reader is
referred to Chapter I and II for all terminology and notations not
explicitly given here.
For any set I of S, we denote f o r
The set I is said to be dense (non-dense) if
(I {0 I)• Moreover, if I f S and I C J f S imply I= j,
then the set I•' is called the maximal annihilator of S. For any
filter of S, we denote 0(F)= fx t S: xAy= 0 for some y e FJ.
Therefore a varlet ideal I of S is said to be 0-varlet if I= 0(F)
for some proper filter F of S.
From Theorem 2.3 of Chapter I, an up-directed semilattice S
with 0 is known to be 0-distributive if and only if all maximal filters
of S are varlet prime. This result shows that the minimal varlet prime
ideal exists in 0-distributive semilattices and they are precisely the
set theoretic complements of maximal filters. From the definition of
0-varlet ideal, it can be easily verified that all minimal varlet prime
ideals of S are 0-varlet ideals. Also, all varlet ideals of the form
a, 0 (a f 0) are also 0-varlet.
A semilattice S with 0 is said to be weakly complemented if
for any pairs of elements a, b of S such that a b, there exists
an element c AS such that a a c= 0 and b a c 0. A uniquely
complemented semilattice is a complemented semilattice such that every
element has a unique complement. A semilattice S with 0 is called
atomistic if for every non-zero element a of S, there exists an atom
q 6 S such that 0 q a. A semilattice S with 0 is said to be
atomic if every non-zero element of S is the join of some atoms in S.
§2. 0-distributive Semilattices
In this section, some equivalent conditions for an up-directed
semilattices with 0 to be a 0-distributive semilattices are given.
Theorem 2.1 [14] Let s be an up-dirccted semilattice with o
Then the. following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is O-aistributive.
(2) M(S) C VP(S).
(3) For any M£ M(S), SM is a minimal varlet prime ideal.
(4) Every filter is disjointed with some varlet prime ideal.
Proof: By Theorem 2.3 in Chapter I, (1)£= (2)
(2)=£ (3) =(4) Obvious.
(4)= (2) Let M 6 M(S), by (4), there exists a varlet prime ideal
I such that M n I= 0. As Sl is a varlet prime filter containing
M, we have Sl- M and hence M£ VP(S).
Theorem 2.2 let S be an up-directed semilattice with 0. Then





For any F, G d F(S) such that F n 0(G)= 0, then there
exists P£ VP(S) such that F C P and P 0 0(G)- 0.
For any x S, F d F(S) with F C x, 0= 0, then there
exists P d VP(S) such that F C P and P 0 x, 0= 0.
Proof: (1)=» (2) Let F, G£ F(S) such that F Pi 0(G)= 0. Consider
the set if= {ll C F(S): F C M, M A0(G)= 0j. By using Zorn's Lemma,
we know that there exists a maximal element M in il. We now prove
that M£ VP(S). By (1), we only need to show that M is a maximal
filter of S. For this purpose, let x be any element not containing
in M. Then, by the maximality of M, we have M+ fx) A 0(G) 00.
Hence, there exists some a d~ 0(G), ni A 11 such that a 1 m a x. 1 h i s
implies that there exists g G G such that 0= aAg)ouxAg. We
claim that g d M- If not? then the maximality of M, we have
n f 6 G such that 0= m., A gA g.,. Since g Ag£ G, we have
mj G M n 0(G)= 0 which is absurd. Thus, g e M and rriA g e M
Consequently, for any x 0 M, we have rn Ag M such that xa m Ag= 0.
By Lemma 1.9 of Chapter I, M must be a maximal filter of S. The
proof is completed.
( 2)=( 3) Trivial.
(3) =t (1) Let M be an. arbitary maximal filter of S and let x
be an element of M. It can be easily verified that M Ax, 0= 0.
Therefore, by (3), there exists P 6 VP(S) such that M CP. As Vt
is a maximal filter, we have M= P. this completes the proof.
Remark 2.3 It has been proved by C. Jayaram in [14] that condition
(2) of Theorem 2.2 is equivalent to Theorem 2.1. Our condition (3)
gives a new characterization for 0~distributive semilattices.
§3. The 0-varlet: ideals
In this section, we concentrate on the study of equivalent conditions
for 0-dis tribu tive semi, la ttices to be Boolean Algebras in terms of 0-varlet
ideals.
Definition 3.1 [13] An element d of a semilattice S is said to be
dense if d, 0= f 0}.
Lemma 3.2 [13] Let S be a weakly complemented semilattice and let
d be a dense element of S.. then d is the greatest element of S
Proof: Suppose, if possible that x d, for some x t S. Then
d ax x Since S is weakly complemented, there exists some non-zero
y(. S such that y a d a x- 0 and x Ay 0. These two properties
imply that 0 xxy£ d, 0- t(j}, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.3 Let S be a weakly complemented semilattice with 0. If
S is 0-distributive then S is weakly distributive.
Proof: such that
exists. For the sake of convenience, let us denote
by z. Clearly z is an upper bound of
Suppose, if possible, that there exists an upper bound w of
such that z V w. Then, we have
Since S is weakly complemented, there exists such that








exists, so Hence, we
have zAt= 0 which is impossible. Consequently, z is the least
upper bound of Thus, S is a weakly
distributive semilattice
Example 3.4 The converse of Lemma 3.3 is generally not true. For







It can be easily verified that S is weakly complemented and weakly
distributive. However, S is not 0-distributive because b, 0 is
clearly not a varlet ideal.





S is a Boolean Algebra.
Every varlet ideal of S is 0-varlet
S is weakly complemented and for any x A S, there exists
y€ S such that y, 0- x, 0-.
Proof: (1) (2) Let I be any varlet ideal of a Boolean Algebra
S. Write F= {a' A S: a 6 I, a' is the complement of a. It can
be easily verified that F is a filter. We now claim that I is equal
to the set 0(F)- j x: xxa' =0 for some a L if. Clearly, I C 0(F).
On the other hand, let x G 0(F). Then there exists a£ I such that
xAa'= 0. Hence x avx= (avx)A(ava')= a v (x a a1)- a A I.
Therefore, we have 0(F) C I and I is 0-varlet.
( 2)( 3) Let a, b£ S with a b. By (2), we have
(a]= 0(F) for some filter F. So there exists c A F such that
a a c= 0. Clearly b 0(F). Hence b ac 0. This shows that S
is weakly complemented. Now let x£ S. By (2), we have (x]= 0(G)
for some filter G. thus there exists some y£ G such that xxy= 0.
This means that (y] C x, 0 and hence y, 0 3 x 0• Also, for
any z£ y, 0, z is clearly an element of 0(G)= (x] C. x, 0.
Therefore, (3) is proved.
(3)=» (1) Firstly, we show that S is complemented. Let
a e. S By (3), there exists some b A S such that a, 0= b, 0.
Clearly a Ab= 0. As S is up-directed, there exists an element
c 6 S such that c a and c 2_• These imply that c, 0 c: a, U A
b, 0- a, 0 A a, 0= f 0 5. Therefore c must be a dense element
of S. By Lemma 3.2. c is the greatest element of S. Similarly,
for any other upper bound u of a, b, we have u= 1. Hence, the
only upper bound of a and b is 1. This shows that S is complemented.
Next, by Lemma 3.3, S is weakly distributive. Using Theorem 4.1 in
Chapter 1, we prove that S is a Boolean Algebra.
The following is also a characterization for finite Boolean Algebra
due to C. .Jayaram.
Theorem 3.6 [13] Let S be a 0-distributive semilattice. Then S
is a finite Boolean Algebra if and only if every varied, ideal of S is
a non-dense 0-varlet ideal.
Proof:(=?) Trivial.
( 4=) By Theorem 3.5, S is a Boolean Algebra. Now, let P
be any varlet prime ideal of S. Then, by hypothesis, there exists some
0 f x C P. Let x1 be the complement of x. Clearly, 0= x A x'(-_ P
and x 4. P, we have x1£ P. Moreover, for any p e P, x a p= 0.
Hence p x'. Consequently, P= (x'j. Thus, every varlet prime ideal
of S is principal. Follows from Corollary 4.8 in Chapter 1, we know
that S is a finite Boolean Algebra.
Definbition 3.7 [13] An element x of a semilattice S is said to
be semi-compact if for any ACS. (x] is the smallest varlet ideal
containing A, then there exists a finite subset B of A such that
(x] is the smallest varlet ideal containing B.
Lemma 3.8 [13] If S is a bounded semi-complemented semilattice,
then S is 1-distribufive.
Proof: See [13], p.316.
Lemma 3.9 [13] If S is a bounded semi-complemented semi lattice
such that 1 is semi-compact, then ll(S) CVP(S).
Proof: See[ 13], p. 316.
Theorem 3.10 [13] If S is a bounded, weakly complemented, 0-distri-





S is a Boolean Algebra.
A. varlet ideal of S is prime if and only if it is maximal.
Every maximal varlet ideal of S is an 0-varlet ideal.
Proof: (1) (2) Trivial.
(2)=£ (3) By the hypothesis, it is known that any maximal
varlet ideal is a minimal varlet prime ideal which is an 0-varlet ideal
of S.
(3) =5 (1) We first show that S is complemented. Let
a 6 S such that a f 0, 1.
Consider a. 0 U (al and if possible suppose that there exists a
maximal varlet ideal M containing a, 0 U fa). By (3), M is an
0-varlet ideal. Therefore M= 0(F) for some filter F. By Zorn's
Lemma, there exists a maximal filter G containing F. Clearly
M C SG. Since S is 0-dis tribu tiveSG is an minimal varlet
prime local. By the maximal! ty of M, we therefore hcive N SG
This shows that S/M is a maximal filtcr and a S/M Thus it is
possible for us to pick some element q 4 SM such that q a a= 0.
Consequently. q£ a.; 0 O sM c M r SM- 0, which is a contradiction.
So, the smallest varlet ideal containing a, 0 U {a} must be(!].
Now, as 1 is semi-compact, there exists t, t. t t a, 0 such
that (1] is the smallest: varlet ideal containing it.. t„,.. t, a}.
Because a, 0 is an varlet ideal, there exists some t€- a, 0 with
t 2.' t2J'' tn Clearly, av t exists in S and is equal to 1.
Therefore, t is a complement of a. This proves that S is comple¬
mented. Then, by Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 4.1 in Chapter I, S is a Boolean
Algebra.
In closing this section, we give a new characterization for weakly
complemented semi lattices to be Boolean Algebra.
Theorem 3.11 Let S be a bounded weakly complemented semilattice.
Then S is a Boolean Algebra if and only if P(S) C M(S) C VP(S).
Proof: () T r i vial.
(=) As M(S) C VP(S), S is 0-dis tribu tive. Then by
Lemma 3.3, S is weakly distributive. By Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 1.
S is therefore a Boolean Algebra.
Corollary 3.12 [l] Let L be a weakly complemented bounded lattice
satisfying the condition that an ideal, (or duai ideal, filter) in L
is maximal if and only if it is prime. Then L is a Boolean Algebra.
Proof: It can be verified that VP(S)= P(S) in the lattice L.
Hence, by Theorem 3.11, the lattice L is known to be a Boolean Algebra
pj0te; This corollary points out that the result obtained by D. Adams
in [1] (Theorem 2) is in fact a particular case of our theorem 3.11.
§4. Seraia torris in serai lattices and Boolean Algebra
The study of semiatoms in sernilattices was initiated by C. Jayaram
[14]. he has obtained some equivalent statements for an element to be a
semiatom in a semi lattice S. By using the concept of semia tornis tici ty,
he has showed that Boolean Algebras can be characterized among 0-distri-
butive sernilattices. In this section, we shall generalize some of his
results in [14].
Definition 4,1 [14] A non-zero element a of a semilattice S with
0 is said to be a semiatom if for any pair x. y 4 S. xxy= 0 implies
that a ax= 0 or axy-O.
Definition 4.2 [14] A semi lattice S with 0 is called semia torn is tic
if for each non-zero element a (4 S, there is a semiatom b A S such
that (j b a,
Clearly 3 every atom is a semiatom and every atomistic semilatti.ce
is semiatomistic. The converse of the above statements is not generally
true. It was pointed out by C. Jayaram in [14] that there exists a
semia tornis tic semilattice which is not atomistic. The following is the
counter example.
Example 4.3 Let S for
all i. and be a semilattice with 0.
Obviously x is an atom of S and each a is a semiatom. It can be
easily verified that S is semiatomistic but non-atomistic.
The following theorem is the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 4.4 (Main Theorem) Let S be a weakly complemented bounder
semilattice satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) S is semia toniis tic.
(2) For any atom a 6 S, there exists a unique a1£ S such that
the only upper bound of a and a' is 1.
Then S is a finite Boolean Algebra which is also atomic.
In order to prove our Theorem 4.4. the following lemmas and
propositions are required.
Lemma 4.5 [14] Let S be a weakly complemented semilattice with 0,
then every semiatorn of S is an atom.
Proof: Let a be any semiatom of S and be an element of
S such that Suppose, if possible, that Then there
exis ts such that x a t- 0 and As a is a semiatom,
we have x= a ax= 0, which is a contradiction. Hence a must be
an atom.
Lemma 4.6 [14] If S is a weakly complemented, atomistic semilattice,
then S is atomic.
Proof: Let 0 f a 4 S and B be the set jq dr S: q£ a, q is
an atom in S J. We claim that a is the least upper bound for all
elements in B. For this purpose, let d be the element such that
q d for all q 4 B. Suppose aid. Then we have a Ad a.
Since S is weakly complemented, there exists some non-zero element t
such that a au a t= 0 and a a t f 0. As S is atomistic, there exists
an atom p such that p£ a At. Therefore, we have a aq Ap= 0.
Since p a, p 4 B. So we.have p£ d. This implies that
p= p a a a (I= 0, which is absurd. Thus, our claim is established and
so S must be atomic.
Lemma 4,7 Let F be any filter of an up-directed semi lattice S
Then F contains an atom of S if and only if F is a maximal fi]ter
of S and is principal as well.
Proof:(=) Let a be an atom contained in F. Clearly [a) C F
For the inverse containment, we let f F. Clearly f a a e F. Since
0 i F and a is an atom, we have f a a= a. Therefore f a and so
F= [a). Moreover, if M is a filter such that S f li 3 F= [a).
Then for any m 6 M} we have niAa C M. Since 0 M and a is an
atom, mAa= a. Therefore m a and it follows that M= F= [a).
The proof is completed.
( 4=) Let M be a maximal filter as well as principal. Then
M= [a) for some a(- S. Let x a, we have (x) 3 fa). By the
maximalily of M, we have x- 0 or x= a. Therefore, a is an
atom of S.
Proposition 4.8 Let S be a weakly complemented semi lattice in
which every maximal filter contains at least one semiatom. Then S is
a tornic.
Proof: By Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.7, every maximal M is a principal
filter of S and is generated by an atom of S. Now let 0 y 0 S.
then there exists a maximal filter M containing y. Therefore, we
have some atom a r S such that y£ M= [a). This shows that S is
atomistic. Consequently, by Lemma 4.6, S is atomic.
Remarks 4.9 Our result presented here is a generalization of Proposition
6 of [14] in which C,. Jayaram has to assume the additional property that
S is a 0-distributive semilattice.
We now turn to prove Theorem 4.4.
Proof: By Lemma 4,5 and Lemma 4.6, we immediately known that S is
at S is psGUGo-complemented. To establish







For any atom a of S, the unique dual complement a' of a
is the unique complement of a and a' is a dual atom of S.
If p, q are distinct atoms of S, then p q' and q p1
For any atom p of S, p, 0= (p(].
Let a €r S such that a= a, v a_ v... v a where a.' s are atoms
of S. If q is an atom of S such that q(- a, 0, then
Let a€ S such that a= a„ v... v a, where a.1s are atoms
of S. Then
We now prove properties (i)- (v) separately.
(i) Let a be any atom of S. Then by our hypothesis, there exists
a unique element a' 6 S such that 1 is the only upper bound of a and
a'. Since a is an atom of S. We have a a a'= 0. This shows
that a' is a complement of a. Obviously, a' is unique. Now,
suppose a' c 1. Then as the only upper bound of c and a is 1,
by the uniqueness of a', we obtain that c= a'. Thus, a' is
indeed a dual atom.
(ii) let p, q be two distinct atoms of S. Suppose that q| p1.
Then, by (i) p' is a dual atom. Therefore, the only upper bound of
p1 and q is 1• However, by the uniqueness or q, we nave q~ p
and so q~ p which is a contradiction. Consequently. we have q p
S irni 1 ar 1 y, we ca1i prove 11 ia t p£ q'•
(iii) Let p be an aribtrary atom of S with p' be its complement.
Then it is obvious to see that (p'] C p(). Now, Let a p, 0
Since S is atomic, there exists q q, which are atoms of
S, such that a= qq... v q. Hence, for all i= 1, 2,. n,
we have q f p. 0. Thus p, q are distinct pair of atoms. So by
(ii), we have q. p' for all i= 1, 2,.... n. Hence a= a vq v
''' v A P' This shows that. p, 0- (p1]. Consequently, w e h a v e
p, 0= (p'].
(iv) Let a- a va v...va where the a.'s are atoms of S and
let q be an atom belonging to a, 0. As a. 0 c a., 0 for
all i= 1, 2,. n, by (iii), we have q a! for all
i= 1, 2,..., n. Hence q a'a a I a ...a a'.
(v) Let a- a. v a v... v a, where the a.'s are atoms of S.
For the sake of convenience, we write t= a!a a'a ...a a'. Let
x 6 a, 0. Since S is atomic, x= q, v q_ v... v q where the
q.'s are atoms of S. Clearly for all j= 1, 2...., m, q. ep a, 0.
So by (iv), we have q. t for all j- 1, 2,.... rn. Hence
x=q v q„ v... v q t. This means that a. 0 c (t]. In order to
prove the .inverse inclusion, we define z= a a t and suppose that
z 0. As S is atomistic, there exists an atom p such that
0pz. If p f for ail i.= 1, 2,..., n, then by (iii), we
have a p' for all i— 1, 2,..., n. Hence a- a. v... v a p'.
This implies that z= a A t_ p' a t. As a consequence, we have
0 p= pa z pa p' a t= 0 i which is clearly impossible. Thus, we
must have p= a for some i. Without loss of generality, let us
assume p— a. This means that a z and hence 0 a— a a z
a a aa t= a a a' a a) a... a a' a a= 0, a contradiction. Thus, we
prove that z- 0 after all. This shows that (t] C a, 0.
By (v); we know that S is a pseucio-compleniented sernilattice
and in particular M(S) C VP(S). Next, we claim that P(S) cT M(S).
For this purpose, we let P be any prime filter of S and a be an
element belongs to P. Since S is atomic, a- a, v... v a where1 II
the a.'s are atoms of S. As P is prime. a. A P for some i.
i i
In other words, P contains an atom a. of S. By Lemma 4.7V P isl
therefore a maximal filter of S. Consequently, we have P(S) c M(S) C
VP(S). By Theorem 3.11, S is known to be a Boolean Algebra. Moreover,
S is a finite for every maximal filter is principal. This completes
our proof.
Corollary 4.10 (c.f. [14], Prop. 7) Every mi iq ue. ly cornp 1 emen ted
sernilattice which is also semia to mi. s tic is a finite Boolean Algebra.
Proof: Since every uniquely complemented sernilattice is weakly
complemented and satisfy the condition (2) of Theorem
4.4, so by Theorem 4.4, S is a finite Boolean Algebra.
Note: C.J'ayararn only proved in [14] that such kind of semi la t tices
are Boolean Algebras. We observed here that such kind of semilattices
are in fact finite Boolean Algebras.
Corollary 4.11 Let S be a weakly complementea, bounded sernilattice
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Every maximal filter of S contains a semiatorn.
(2) For any atom a£• S, there exists a unique a' C S such that
the only upper bound of a and a' is 1.
Then S is a finite Boolean Algebra as well as atomic.
Proof: This theorem is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.8 and
Theorem 4.4. Therefore we omit the proof.
Corollary 4.12 (c.f. [14], Prop.8) Every uniquely complemented
semilattice in which every maximal filter contains a semiatom, is a
finite atomic Boolean Algebra.
Proof: Trivial
Remarks 4.13 What C. Jayaram proved in [14] is that such kind of
semilattices are atomic Boolean Algebras. Our result is more precise.
We point out that these kind of semilattices are finite atomic Boolean
Algebras. It is the finiteness property which is overlooked by
C. Jayaram in his paper [14].
Chapter IV
Separation Properties and Weakly Distri.butive Serni 1 a11ices
Following the proof of Stone's Theorem for distributive lattices,
J.C. Varlet has shown that some characterization theorems for distribu¬
tive semilattices can be obtained via the separation properties
and (S). (For details, see §3 of Chapter I). Moreover, R.Balbes [4],
C.S. Hoo and K.P. Shum [22] as well as Y.S. Pawar and N.K. Thakare [20]
has shown that analogous results also hold in weakly distributive
semilattices (see Chapter II).
In this chapter, we introduce the notion of weakly I-distributivity
for semilattices and the following separation property: Prime
filters separate filters and extended ideals, that is, for any filter F
and extended ideal a, I of S such that F n a, I-(), then
there exists a prime filter containing F and disjoint from a, I.
We shall show that this separation property (S) would give rise a new
characterization for weakly distributive semilattices.
The reader is referred to our previous chapters for all definitions
and terminology not mentioned here.
§1. Weakly 1-dis tribu tive Semi la ttices
The concept of a-maximal filters was introduced by J.C. Varlet
in [27]. On the analogy of his result, we introduce the following
d efinition.
Definition 1.1 bet I be a given proper ideal of a semi lattice S.
A filter F of S is said to be I-rnaximal if F is maximal with
respect to the property that F A I= 0.
The class of a-maximal filters in semilattices was classified
by J.C. Varlet in [27]. The following lemma is a characterization for
I-maxima 1 filters in semilattices. The proof of this lemma is more or
less mimicked from Varlet's proof [27; Theorem 2.2].
Lemma 1.2 A filter F is an I-maximal filter of a semilattices S
if and only if for any and
Proof: Let F be an I-rnaximal filter of S and x F.
It is trivial that By the maximality of F, the set
I is clearly non-empty. Hence, there exists some
f G F such that This implies that Thu s
Since F is a filter such that by
Zorn's Lemma, there exists an I-maxirnal filter G with Suppose,
if possible, that Then there exists x A GF. Hence, by our
hypothesis, we know that Therefore, there exists
some y G F such that x a y A I. This fact implies that
which is impossible. Hence F= G, this proves that F is an I-rnaximal
filter of S.
The following definition of weakly I-distributivity is vital in
this chapter.
Definition 1.3 Let I be a fixed proper ideal of a semilattices S.
Then S is said to be weakly I-distributive if x, I is an ideal of
S for every x G S.
Mere we give a characterization theorem for weakly I-distributive
semilattices.
Theorem 1.4 Let I be a fixed proper ideal of a semilattice S.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is weakly I-distributive.
(2) Any I-rnaximal filter of S is prime.
(3) For any filter F of S ana a 6 S such that F A a, I= 0,
then there exists a prime filter P such that P 3 F and
P 3 a, I= 0.
(4) For any filter F of S such that F A I= f. then there exists
a prime filter P such that P 3 F and P 3 I= 0.
Proof: (1)=$ (2) Let F be an arbitrary I-maximal filter and let
exists arid belongs to F. Suppose, if possible, that
Then, by Lemma 1.2, we have
for ail Therefore, for each
there exists such that By
our hypothesis, is therefore known to be an ideal
S ince for all we have
hence
w hic 11 is i i n p o ssib1e. Cons equ e nL1y, F is a
prime filter.
(2)= (3) Let F be a filter of S and let a be an
element of S such that F 0 a, I— 0. Apply Zorn s Lemma, we can
show that there exists a aI-maximal filter P such that P 3 F.
We now claim that a£ P. Suppose not, then by Lemma 1.2, we have
which is a contradiction. Therefore a (1 P. Moreover. for any
we have by Lemma 1.2. hence., there exists some
: P such that Because that a e P, we obtain that
By Lemma 1.2, P is an I-maximal filter of S
Thus by (2), we know that P is prime.
(3)=» (4) Let F be a filter of S such that
Let Then by (3); there exists a prime
filter P such that This implies that
tha t exists. We claim that
If not, then By (4), we know that
there exists a prime filter P such that a n d
P r I- 0• Since P is prime and there exists
some i L {1, 2,..., n| such that x. p P. Thus,
which is empty. This is clearly a contradiction. Our claim is hence
established. Since x, I is always a semi-ideal, x, I must be
an ideal of S; for all x P S.
In view of Theorem 1.4, it is natural to define the separation
property of (Sj) as follows:
Definition 1.5 (Separation property of extended ideal (S)).
A semilatti.ee possess separation property (S) if prime filters separate
filters and extended ideals, that is, for any filter F and extended
ideal a, I of S such that F fa, I- 0, then there exists
a prime filter containing I1 and disjoint from a, 1.1
The following theorem is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 1.6 (Main Theorem) Let S be a semilattice. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is a weakly distributive semilattice.
(2) S is a weakly I-distributive semilattice, for all ideal I of S.
(3) Let I be any ideal of S F be an I-maximal filter, then F
is a prime filter of S.
(4) S satisfies (S).
(5) For any filter F of S, ideal I of S such that F r I= 0,
then there exists a prime filter P such that P 3) F and
Proof: By Theorem 3.2. of Chapter II, we know that (1)= (2). The
results thus follow easily from Theorem 1.4.
§2. I-dense elements
In this section, the notion I-dense element is introduced. Some
sufficient conditions for semilattices to be weakly I-aistributive
semilattices, in terms of their I-dense elements, are obtained.
Following the definition of a-dense elements in a semilattice
given by Varlet in [27], we define the definition of I-dense elements
as follows:
Definition 2.1 Let S be a semilattice and I be a given proper
ideal of S. An element x of S is called an I-dense element if
xa y( I implies y 6 I, for any y t S.
Remark. It is easy to see that x is an I-dense element of S if
and only if I- x, I.
Let us denote the set of I-dense elements of S by D. It
is easy to observe that T h e foliowing 1e mm a s h o ws that
Dj? if non-empty, is a filter of S.
Lemma 2.2 For a given proper ideal I of a semilattice S. The
set D is empty or is a filter of S.
Proof: Suppose is non-empty. Let x, y 6 D and a be an
element of S such that a a x a y A I. Since y G D. we have
I. Also imp lies
rpl h u s Conversely J s
let and Then, there exists some such
tha t This implies that which is a contra¬
diction. Hence, Similarly, it.can be proved that y A D
The proof is completed.
The set of all I-dense elements.of S can be classified by the
I-tnaximal filters of S. This can be seen by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3 Let S be a semilattice. Then for a given proper
ideal of S, D is the intersection of all the I-maximal filters of S.
Proof: be the collection of all I-maximal
filters of S, Suppose, if possible, that there exists x A Dsuch
tha t for some By Lemma 1.2, we have
Thus, there exists some such that x a y c I. Since
we have y 6 I• Consequently, which is empty, a contradiction.
Hence, Convers ely, let a n d
we have Apply Zorn's Lemma, we can show
that there exists some such that Hence.
a contradiction. Thus, t'nis implies
tha t Consequently, we have shown that
We now explore the conditions which will lead D to be a prime
filter.
Lemma 2.4
I is a proper prime ideal of S if and only if
Proof: Let and Since I is prime,
we have Thus5 by definition, So we have
As the inverse inclusion always holds, we have
Trivial.
Lemma 2.5 For a given proper ideal 1 of a semi latLice S. the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) S has exactly one I-maximal filter.
( 2) D is a I-maxima 1 filter.
Moreover; these two conditions fmply that D is a prime filter
of S and
Proof: (1)= (2) follows immediately from Theorem 2.3. We only
need to show that the conditions (1) and (2) imply that D is a prime
filter and Let us first show that For this
purpose., we suppose By (2) and Lemma 1.2,. we know that
Hence, there exists some such that
By the definition of D, we have Thus As the
converse containment always holds, we have Then, by Lemma
2.4, I is a prime ideal. Hence, is a prime filter.
By Lemma 2.5. we obtain some sufficient conditions for a semi-
lattice to be weakly I-oistributive as announced in the introduction.
Theorem 2.6 Let 1 be a given proper ideal of S. If S satisfies
any one of the following conditions:
(1) S has exactly one I-rnaximal filter.
(2) B is a I-maximal filter.
then S is a weakly I-distributive semilattice.
Proof: From Lemma 2.5, we know that all I-maximal filters of S
are prime. Hence, by Theorem 1.4, S is weakly I-distributive. The
proof is completed.
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